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The world’s first major Aero Exhibition

Aircraft of all types on display, along 

with most of the world’s 

manufacturers of engines, balloons, 

dirigibles, and aero planes.

Daily flying demonstrations



Welcome to the International Aircraft Exposition, Frankfurt, Germany

A “birds eye” view of the “Festhall” and Fairgrounds.



Published by Betz, Frankfurt

Post Card with Large Letters, forerunner of the many cards in the 

20th. Century spelling out cities and states.



Ticket stub for admission to the Festhall Grounds for the ILA

Price of admission for a 1-day visit = 1 Mark



Souvenir items sold for the ILA included watch fobs and charms



“Festhall” the main exhibition hall had ample space for indoor exhibits, with 

a large field which supported the flying activities

Published by Knacksted & Nather, Hamburg



This card is one of the most difficult and sought after cards of the ILA

Commonly called the “Butterfly Card”

Published by Frankfurter Lichdruck, Frankfurt



Cards show the same view of the Festhall, but with different aircraft in the sky.  

Cards have a “gold border”

Published by Gabriel Gabrilowitsch, Frankfurt



Card shows a Band Concert playing in the rotunda, with audience seated

Photo insert is the Kaiser.

Published by Hch. Kumpf, Frankfurt



Advertising and Publicity 

card

showing a “bird in flight”, 

a motif that

is used on several cards, 

a hydrogen balloon,

and a rigid airship 

(Zeppelin’s II)

in flight over the Festhall 

fairgrounds.

Published by Block & Schmidt, 

Frankfurt



Different airships were in the Frankfurt sky during the ILA

French “Republic” and Zeppelin designs are shown here.

Zeppelin is “rigid”, “Republic” is “semi-rigid”.

Published by Schaar & Dathe, Trier



Fixed-wing aircraft were also featured at the ILA, with the best of Europe’s 

flying machines represented. The Wright Brothers did not participate in the ILA

Published by Wusten, Frankfurt



View of Zeppelin II over 

the Festhall grounds, with 

five hydrogen filled free 

balloons ready for

take-off, two already 

airborne.

Crowds on the field attest 

to the popularity of the 

ILA

Inset photo is

Graf Zeppelin

Published by L. Klement, Frankfurt



The Cathedral at 

Frankfurt, on the River 

Main

Zeppelin II, a free balloon 

and an aero plane in the 

sky

Published by L. Klement, Frankfurt



Photographic Portrait of 

Count Zeppelin.

Photo was taken by 

H. Brandseph, Stuttgart 

and used by many 

printers and publishers.

Published by Gustav Liersch & Co., 

Berlin



Printed Portrait of

Count Zeppelin.

Zeppelin was one of the 

most experienced 

designers and inventors 

of the “rigid airship”.

Rigid airships have a 

framework and hold 

shape, even without any 

lifting gas, therefore are 

“rigid”

Published by Deutsch Photogravur, 

Siegburg



A “tip of the hat” to Graf Zeppelin

Published by Nister, Nurnberg
This card, when folded, 

could be mailed.  



Several cards were “composites'” of various other cards printed for the ILA.

Here is an example of four cards on one

Published by Gabrilowitsch, Frankfurt



Using a slightly different portrait of Zeppelin, taken by photographer Hoffschild, 

this card shows Zeppelin II over the inside grounds of the Festhall

Published by Wusten, Frankfurt



A view of the entrance of the Festhall, with Graf Zeppelin photograph inset and 

showing Zeppelin II in flight

Published by Kumpf, Frankfurt



Looking at the “field side” of the Festhall, a view of some of the 

other attractions on the Festhall grounds. 

Many civic and commercial activities were held at this location

Published by Klement, Frankfurt



Major von Parseval was another inventor of airship design, He developed a 

non-rigid ship (similar to today’s blimps) which have no framework.  Much 

smaller than Zeppelin design.

Published by Gustav Liersch & Co., Berlin



Looking again at the “field side” of the Festhall, more of the other attractions on 

the Festhall grounds.  Major Parseval (inset) and his non-rigid airship

Published by Klement, Frankfurt



A close up view of the passenger and control cabin of the Parseval airship. 

Tent type airship “hangars” were used for erection and maintenance of the gas 

filled dirigibles.

Published by Wusten, Frankfurt



Major Parseval (insert) and his non-rigid airship over numerous hydrogen filled 

free balloons lifting off from the Festhall field.

Published by Liersch & Co., Berlin



Parseval airship in flight just after take-off.  Reverse of card is shown, 

Cancelled at the ILA Post Office

Published by Wusten, Frankfurt



Parseval’s non-rigid airship over the entrance to the Festhall

Published by J. Jandorf, Frankfurt



Parseval, Zeppelin II and a hydrogen balloon in flight over the Festhall grounds

Published by Block & Schmidt, Frankfurt



The Clouth non-rigid preparing for flight.  Few views of this airship were 

published.  Clouth designed a non-rigid (blimp type) ship.

Published by Wusten, Frankfurt



“Come fly with me, and enjoy a FRANKFURTER” and have a beer!

Published by Eugen Prior, Morfelder, Frankfurt



Comic with the Zeppelin 

and Non-Rigid airships in 

the shape of sausages.

Fly in a 

FRANKFORTER 

WERSCH

and drink some

Appelwein

Published by Keil, Frankfurt



A delightful card showing 

a rather healthy woman 

holding a huge bottle of 

wine and a wine glass, in 

front of the Palmgarten, a 

well known restaurant 

and meeting place in 

Frankfurt.

A nice play on the free 

balloon.

Published by G. Gabrilowitsch, 

Frankfurt



Another advertisement to 

attend the ILA, with a 

balloon escaping the grip 

of a young lad

Festhall is in the 

background

Card is difficult to obtain

Published by Knackstedt & Nather, 

Hamburg



A very nice “I was here” 

card sent at the ILA 

Post Office to

London, England.

Children dropping four-

leaf clovers and flowers 

over the entrance to the 

Festhall

Published by L. Klement, Frankfurt



The “Haus Schlichte”, a restaurant located within the Festhall grounds was part 

of a “chain” of restaurants, first one established in 1777.  The sign and roof 

outline was lit at night

Published by Isenbeck, Wiesbaden



A photo card showing a 

woman in Japanese 

costume at the Japanese 

Tea House, located on 

the grounds of the 

Festhall

Seldom seen card

Photograph by

Arthur Hoffschild

Published by Hofphotograph, 

Frankfurt



Many people had to have 

a personal souvenir of 

their visit to the ILA

Photographer Hoffschild 

had a studio on the 

grounds and was willing 

to oblige those who had 

to have a photo in 

Zeppelin III

.

Published by Hofphotograph, 

Frankfurt



Many publishers of ILA 

cards utilized the same 

images of the various 

flying machines, 

especially Zeppelin II and 

portraits of the Kaiser and 

Count Zeppelin in various 

formats.

Shown here are two 

cards, with the Kaiser and 

Count in the lower 

portion, and Zeppelin II in 

the upper portion.

The center image is 

different.

Published by Ohne Verlagsangabe, 

Frankfurt



Again, cards with the same view, and same publisher.  Color card does have 

slight variations in image, such as the boat on the river.

Published by L. Klement, Frankfurt



Again, cards with the same view, and same publisher.  Color card does have 

slight variations in image, such as placement of the words in left corner

Published by Metz & Lautz, Darmstadt



Again, cards with the same view, but different publisher.

Color card has Zeppelin II flying in opposite direction

Published by Ohne Verlagsangabe, FrankfurtPublished by Egemes, Frankfurt



Two types of Postal Cancellation devices were in use at the ILA Post Office 

located on the Festhall grounds.  Shown are examples of both (on “Offizielle 

Postkart”, which were the “Official Cards” of the ILA.  Both devices were used 

for the entire duration of the exhibition

TYPE ONE

without stars

TYPE TWO

with stars



“Official Postcard No. 1 – a series of “Official” cards sold prior to the ILA 

opening.  These cards were sold both with and without pre-paid postage

This is an example of Official Postcard No. 1 without postage pre-payment, 

posted to foreign destination (Belgium) at the 10 Pfenning rate.

Published by May, Frankfurt



“Official Postcard No. 2 – a series of “Official” cards sold prior to the ILA 

opening.  These cards were sold both with and without pre-paid postage

This is an example of Official Postcard No. 1 with postage pre-payment, posted 

to domestic destination at the 5 Pfenning rate.

Published by May, Frankfurt



Postcard with the ILA Vignette.  The “Cinderella” stamps were sold prior to the 

opening as advertising media.  This was the ‘Official Logo” of the ILA.

Published by Wusten, Frankfurt



View card of Frankfurt 

with Zeppelin II in 

background.

Another “gold border” 

card with three occupants 

of a hydrogen gas filled 

free balloon

Published by Block & Schmidt, 

Frankfurt



Two cards, both underfranked at 5 Pfenning rate (domestic) to the United 

States.  Cards were marked DUE 2 CENTS at the Hudson Terminal, New York 

City.  Foreign postage was charged double for underpayment, charge being 

12.5 centimes, which equated to two cents.

Cards were addressed to San Francisco, California and Walton, Kentucky



This card, showing the ILA at Frankfurt and Dover, England, with portraits of 

Count Zeppelin and Bieriot, the Frenchman who was the first person to fly 

across the English Channel. Card is seldom seen.

Published by Handels-Agentur, Flensburg



A card which was perviously printed, and then overprinted for the ILA

Reverse of card has the dimensions of Zeppelin II

Published by G. Gawrylowicz, Frankfurt



Cards from two different printings of the same view – the view of the Festhall 

and the grounds.

Published by L. Klement, Frankfurt



This card has an 

excellent view of the tail 

control surfaces of 

Zeppelin II

Two of the hydrogen filled 

free balloons are in flight, 

the remainder ready to lift 

off.

Published by L. Klemet, Frankfurt



Zeppelin II over the Festhall, with an aero plane and free balloons as company. 

Note the “tethered” sightseeing balloon.

Published by H & F Sache, Frankfurt



Zeppelin II over one of the bridges crossing the Main River in Frankfurt, with a 

free balloon in the background.

Published by Metz & Lautz, Darmstadt



Tuck’s Post Cards were printed in England, with scenic views of Frankfurt,

then overprinted in red for the ILA.  

Published by Raphael Tuck & Sons, England



Tuck’s Post Cards are 

highly sought after.

The airship card shows 

the French Semi-Rigid 

airship “Republic” 

which flew at the ILA.

A “semi-rigid” airship 

has a keel and some 

framework, located at 

the lower part of the 

ship. 

Published by Raphael Tuck & Sons, 

England.



A “real photo” card

of the Zeppelin II over

the city of Frankfurt

Published by Knackstedt and Nather, 

Hamburg



Zeppelin II over Festhall entrance, with crowd

Published by Metz & Lautz, Darmstadt



Parseval non-rigid airship over the Fairground side of the Festhall. 

The Festhall survived World War II and is still standing. The grounds now host 

an Industrial Park.

Published by J. Jandorf, Frankfurt



Zeppelin II over the Festhall entrance, with large crowd awaiting admittance.

Published by Block & Schmidt, Frankfurt



Zeppelin II flying over bridge over the Main River.

Published by Metz & Lautz, Darmstadt



Hydrogen filled free balloons fill the sky over the River Main

Published by Egemes, Frankfurt



Zeppelin II flying over the Frankfurt waterfront on the Main River

Published by Schaar & Dathe, Trier



References used in preparation – Peter Hagedorn has been a very good 

friend for many years, he is a well known and respected stamp dealer in 

Germany, and catalogued the ILA cards and postmarks.



100 years later – 2009 ILA is still going strong – First Day cover of 

commemorative stamp issued by Germany 

Dr. John Provan is a historian who has done a major research work on the ILA
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